At the end of June 2018, UNH’s ambitious CELEBRATE 150 campaign ended on a very high note, having surpassed its $275 million goal and raised $308 million from nearly 45,000 alumni, parents, faculty, staff, students and friends of UNH. Their contributions supported five priority areas: scholarships, academic and other programs, faculty, research and innovation, and capital projects. Although the campaign has ended, its impact will be felt for years to come. UNH is deeply grateful to all who gave toward this effort and helped to build a growing culture of philanthropy at the university. The list that follows recognizes those who supported the campaign with cumulative gifts of $100,000 or more, whose vision and inspired generosity are lighting the way forward for UNH.

Donations of $5 million plus
Peter T. Paul ‘67 GS BTS
Dana Hamel ‘88P & Family GS BTS
Marcy Casey ‘66, ‘88P GS BTS
Judith E. Blake ‘77 PS GS BTS
J. Morgan Rutman ‘84 & Tara E. Rutman ‘84 GS BTS
George W. Whelen IV & Christine B. Whelen GS BTS
Annual Donors (combined gifts)

Donations of $1 million—$4,999,999
Sally Addison MS BTS
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
The Annie E. Casey Foundation
Anonymous (1)
Thomas C. Arrix ‘86 & Kathy Arrix MS GS
Dorothy A. Bean (d) GS BTS
Roger M. Bougie ’56 & Barbara A. Bougie (d) GS BTS
Timothy R. Collins ’85 & Emily C. Collins ’89 GS BTS
Michael J. Dalton ’64 & Beatrice A. Dalton GS BTS
Richard J. Duffy ’77 & Tina V. Duffy GS BTS
The Eleanor & Clarence Prevo Fund
Emily Landecker Foundation
Endowment for Health
Robert R. Morin ‘63 (d)
Fidelity Investments
Karen L. Harrower ’72 GS BTS
Jonathan W. Herndon II ’92 GS BTS
Henry P. Kendall Foundation
John A. Hubbard ’50 & Carol A. Hubbard GS BTS

RECOGNITION KEY
PS = Philbrook Society
MS = Milne Society
AS = Atkins Society
ES = Elliott Society
BTS = Benjamin Thompson Society
GS = The UNH Granite Society
(d) = Deceased

We have made every effort to ensure the accuracy of our information and sincerely apologize for any errors or omissions. Please contact Gina Damiano, Director of Donor Relations, (gina.damiano@unh.edu) with any questions or comments.

Marion E. James ‘40 (d) GS
Jane & Daniel Och Family Foundation
Josephine A. Lampey GS BTS
The New Hampshire Charitable Foundation
Joseph J. Paterno Jr. ’63 & Nancy P. Paterno GS BTS
Peter G. Peterson (d) GS
Michael J. Pilot ‘84 GS BTS
Yvonne S. Pilot ‘84 GS BTS
Estate of Marilyn K. Rumley ’52
Craig W. Ryden ’73 & Linda L. Ryden ’71 GS BTS
Arnold Leonard Serecke ’48 GS BTS
Lorraine Selmer GS BTS
Grace Shaw Keneedy GS
John W. Small ’76 & Philip Marcus GS BTS
John H. Smith ’50 (d) GS BTS
David M. Tagliamonte ’68 & Eleanor W. Tagliamonte GS BTS
The Thomas W. Haas Fund of the New Hampshire Charitable Foundation
David E. Van Patten & Dana Van Patten GS BTS
Elizabeth A. Ward ’45 & Gail R. Richens GS BTS
Duane H. Whittier ’50 (d) & Joan G. Whittier (d) GS
Robert L. Winot ’71, ’74G GS
Ellis A. Woodward ’74, ’73G GS BTS
YAS Foundation, Inc.
Martha M. Zocchi ’95P, ’97P & John B. Zocchi, Jr. ’49 (d) GS BTS

UNH marked the end of the CELEBRATE 150 campaign with an event for donors on October 12. Above: Campaign co-chairs Marcy Casey ‘66, Lynn Wiatrowski ‘81 and Dana Hamel ‘88P.
Lawrence A. Howard '77 & Judith K. Howard '77 ES GS
Jeffrey R. Huntington '76 & Erlyn L. Huntington ES GS
Harry J. Huntington '80 & Sharon R. Huntington ES GS
Jonathan Huntington '50 & Eleanor R. Huntington ES GS
Institute for New Economic Thinking
The J. Willard & Alice S. Marriott Foundation
The Jack & Dorothy Byrne Foundation Inc.
Robert A. Jacobs '66 & Ralph S. Spillinger ES GS
Jane's Trust Foundation
Jessie B. Cox Charitable Trust Fund at The Boston Foundation
Johnson & Johnson
The Linden Foundation
The Jack & Dorothy Byrne Foundation Inc.
Robert A. Jacobs '66 & Ralph S. Spillinger ES GS
Stanley L. King, Jr. '59 AS BTS
Sarah C. Libbey '79 & Donald H.C. Libbey '79 ES GS
Christopher J. Koch '09G ES GS
Mary J. Lamothe & Robert A. Lamothe '71 ES GS BTS
Marc N. Lenoir '65, '70G & Elizabeth S. Lenoir '71, '75G ES GS
Kessler Foundation
Stanley L. King, Jr. '59 AS GS
Peter C. Kissel & Sharon M. Kissel ES GS BTS
Margaret B. Martens '72 & John D. Martens '72 ES GS
The National Endowment for the Arts
The Nature Conservancy
Kessler Foundation
Sebastian Salvo Jr. '74G ES BTS
Macaulay Honors College